REPORT ON DAEGEON TOGETHER DAY FESTIVAL ORGANIZED BY THE DAEGEON SUPPORT CENTER FOR FOREIGN RESIDENTS.

INTRODUCTION

The Together Day Festival organized in Daejeon to commemorate World Together Day that is celebrated in May annually. The aim is to expand and understand mutual culture between citizens in Daejeon and foreign residents to spread and share culture. Daejeon citizens and foreigners, voluntary participate in this event.

On Saturday, the 20th of May 2023, the Daejeon Public Agency for Social Service under the supervision of the Daejeon Support Center for Foreign Residents Center invited representatives of different nationalities to partake in this program, among which was GHASKA, which had the singular honor to represent Ghana at the event. The event was held at Seodaejeon Park in Daejeon Metropolitan city, from 11am to 4pm.

ACTIVITIES

General activities for the day included Play & Link, Share & Market, Taste & Mingle

The GHASKA team representing Ghana at the event were the former GHASKA president, Dela Gbadado and GHASKA representative for Daejeon region, Selorm Kwaku Anka. The team displayed some artefacts from Ghana including games such as oware, ludu, and achi, all of which were enjoyed and lauded by guests who visited the Ghanaian booth.

Other items showcased were kente cloths, miniature xylophone, beaded necklaces and male and female cutouts donning kente and ornaments for photography. The rich history and culture of Ghana was also narrated to guests who visited the booth and stickers were handed out to individuals who managed to complete various tasks assigned by the Ghanaian representatives as part of socializing and gaining the interests of various guests and passersby.

CONCLUSION

The program concluded at 4:00pm with a general cleaning exercise at the event venue. Personnel from the Daejeon Support Center for Foreign Residents Center personally thanked the reps from GHASKA for their representation and participation in the event and hoped that collaborations such as this will happen frequently between the two organizations in the future.

PHOTO MEMORIES.

Photos of the events were taken and a few of them are shared below.